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Abstract 
In this paper variations of the ,-version of the Hales Jewett theorem by Voigt for arbitrary as- 
cending parameter words are used to prove versions of the Hales~ewett and Graham-Rothschild 
theorems where every factor of every word is coloured. To facilitate the proof three-alphabet 
ascending parameter words are introduced. Primitive recursive bounds are given for all new 
results. 
O. Introduction 
The idea of parameter words and sets originated with Hales and Jewett in 1963 [3], 
and was formalized and extended by Graham and Rothschild in 1971 [2]. 
The fundamental result on the partitioning of 0-parameter words by Hales and 
Jewett [3] was proved in primitive recursive arithmetic by Shelah in [5]. Recently, 
Fouch6 gave a primitive recursive proof of a version of the Graham Rothschild 
theorem [1]. 
Based on these results, we prove analogues and variations of the *-version of the 
Hales-Jewett heorem [6] for arbitrary ascending parameter words. One can think of 
,*-words of  length n as equivalence classes of words of length n determined by all 
the different left factors of  the words. (Also see the remark following Theorem 1.2 in 
Section 1.) We generalize this to the case where the equivalence classes are determined 
by all the factors of  the words. 
The main results of this paper are generalizations of the Hales-Jewett and Graham- 
Rothschild theorems to the case of  three-alphabet ascending parameter words. A 
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colouring of these words can be interpreted as a colouring of every factor of every word. 
In order to do this, three-alphabet ascending parameter words are introduced. One can 
show that in these cases a monochromatic parameter word cannot be found. However, 
one can find a parameter word such that the colour of a word in the corresponding 
parameter set depends only on the transition from one alphabet o the other, a result 
which is the best that can be expected. 
Primitive recursive bounds are given for all the new results. 
1. A Hales-Jewett theorem for ascending parameter words 
We recall that if A is a finite set, then a k-parameter word f of length n over A 
is a word of length n over A U {20 . . . . .  2k-l} where A N {20 . . . . .  2k-1}=O and where 
every parameter 2i occurs at least once in f .  To avoid ambiguity, it is required that 
the first occurrence of 2i is before the first occurrence of 2t+1, for 0~<i < k - 1. I f  
we also require the last occurrence of 2g to be before the first occurrence of 2i+1 for 
0 ~<i < k - 1, f is called an ascendin9 k-parameter word. We denote the set of all 
k-parameter words (respectively ascending k-parameter words) of length n over A by 
[A](~) (respectively [A]~ (~)). I f  f is an m-parameter word of length n and 9 a k- 
parameter word of length m, the composition f o g is a k-parameter word of length n 
constructed from f and # by replacing the ith parameter in f with the ith letter of g. 
A Formally, if 9E[A](~) and UE[ ](m) then f o 9 is defined as 
f ( i )  if f ( i )EA ,  
( f  o 9)(i) = g(j)  if f ( i )  = 2j. 
It is clear that fo  9 is ascending if f and 9 are. A function Z: [A]~< (~) --~ [r] (where 
A n [r] := {1,2 . . . . .  r}) is called an r-colouring of [A]~< (~). A word fE [  ]4 (m) is called 
monochromatic if z ( f  o 9) = z ( f  o h) for all 9, h E [A] ~< (~). 
The Shelah proof of the Hales-Jewett theorem for one-parameter words as discussed 
in [4] uses induction on the size of the alphabet. The result is then generalized to 
an arbitrary number of parameters by a natural correspondence b tween [A 'n] ( i )  and 
[A](~n). However, one can modify the proof by fixing the number m of parameters 
for any natural number m and still induct on the cardinality of the alphabet. In this 
case the constructed monochromatic word is an ascending parameter word. Hence, the 
Shelah proof is also a proof of the following version of the Hales-Jewett theorem for 
ascending parameter words. 
Theorem 1.1. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers m and r, there exists a 
primitive recursive function HJ<~(IAl,m,r ) such that for every r-colourin# Z of 
[A]~< (N), where N=HJ<~(IAI,m,r ), there exists a monochromatic m-parameter word 
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A *-version of the Hales-Jewett theorem was formulated and proved by Voigt 
in 1980 [6]. 
A*  n For ' . '  any symbol not contained in AU{20 . . . .  ,2m-I} we define [ ]~< (m) to be the 
set of all ascending m-parameter words f of length n over A U {.} such that if f ( i )= .  
for some i<  n then f ( j )= ,  for all i<~j < n. For fE [A] ) (m ~) and gE[A]) (~.)  the 
composition f o g E [A]) (~) is defined by 
* if there exists a j < i such that ( f  o g) ( j )  = , ,  
( f  o,q)(i)= f ( i )  if f ( i )EAU{*}  and ( f  og)( j)7~ * for all j < i ,  
g(j) if f ( i )  = 2j. 
With the obvious adjustments the proof of the ,-version of the Hales-Jewett heorem 
(see e.g. [4, Theorem 3.3]) is also a proof of the following version for ascending 
parameter words. 
Theorem 1.2. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers m and r, there exists a 
primitive recursive function HJ~(lAl,m,r ) such that for every r-colouring Z of 
[A]~< (0),  where N----HJ~ (IAI,m,r), there exists a monochromatic" J 'E  [A]~< (N). 
A . -word 
n--no--  I 
can be interpreted as the equivalence class of all words in A n with left factor ./~ • - • f~o- 
In the ,-version of the Hales-Jewett heorem all such equivalence classes are coloured. 
We generalize this idea to the case where an equivalence class is determined by a 
factor and its position in the word. To this end we introduce t*-words. A word 
t . . . tao . . .an ,_ l  ~ . .~ ,  a ieA ,  
no n--hi --no 
for example, represents the equivalence class of all words f =3~""  f~-i in A n such 
that the factor fno""  f~-l+no is the word a0-" "an,-1. 
Formally, let 'T' and ' , '  he two symbols not in A U {,~0 .. . .  ,2m-1} and define 
t[A]* (m ~) to be the set of all m-parameter words of length n over A U {~,*} such that 
• if f ( i )=  * for some i<  n then f ( j )= ,  for all i<~j < n and 
• if f ( i )  = ~ for some i < n then f ( j )  = t for all O<~j<~i. 
It is natural to regard substitution with respect to ~ as the dual of ,-substitution, 
which requires rigidity from both sides, i.e. the first (dually last) occurrence of )~i 
is before that of ").i+1, O~<i < m - 1. However, there is ambiguity when substituting 
words consisting of ~'s and , ' s  only into parameter-words with rigidity from both 
sides. This necessitates the use of ascending parameter words when dealing with ~,-  
words. We shall denote the set of ascending ~* m-parameter words of length n over A 
by t[A]) (m~). 
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Substitution (composition) is defined as follows. If f E t[A]* 4 (,~) and y E t[A]~ (~) 
the word f o gEt[A]~ (~) is defined by 
( f  og)(i)= I 
t if f( i)  = t or if there exists a j > i 
such that ( f  o g)( j )  = t, 
* if f( i)  = * or if there exists a j < i 
such that ( f  o 9)(J) = *, 
f( i)  if f( i)  EA and ( f  o 9)(J) ~ * for all j < i 
and ( f  o 9)(j) ~ t for all j > i, 
9(J) if f( i)  = 2j. 
We are now in a position to state a t*-version of the Hales-Jewett heorem for 
ascending parameter words. The proof is again similar to the proof of the ,-version of 
the Hales-Jewett theorem (see e.g. [4, Theorem 3.3]). 
Theorem 1.3. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers m and r, there exists 
a primitive recursive function t * HJ4(]Al,m,r ) such that for every r-colourin9 X of 
t[A] ~ (N), where N= tHJ~ (iA[,m,r ), there exists a monochromatic f E t[A]*4 (N ). 
2. A Hales-Jewett theorem for three-alphabet ascending parameter words 
In the t*-version (Theorem 1.3) words with identical factors are identified. In this 
section we keep a trace of the remaining left and right factors by introducing 'mirror- 
images' of these factors. This is done by introducing disjoint copies A and A_ of the 
alphabet A. We set out by considering the partitioning of the left factors of all words 
of length n over an alphabet A. To be precise, let A be a disjoint copy of A and for 
every a cA denote the corresponding letter in A by ~. The set of parameter symbols is 
disjoint from both A and A. Define [A]~ (m ~) to be the set of all ascending m-parameter 
words f of length n over A UA such that if f( i)  = ~ for some i < n and aEA, then 
for every i<~j < n, f(j)E-A. 
Substitution (composition) is defined as follows. If f E [A]4 ~(n) and g E [A] 4~ (~') 
then f o gE[A]~ (~) is defined by 
( f  o 9)(0 = f( i )  
9(j) 
if f( i)  = a and there exists a j < i such that 
( f  o 9)(j)E-A or if f( i)  = ~, 
if f( i)  CA and ( f  o 9)(J) f~ A for all j < i, 
if f( i)  = 2j. 
2 n A~ n .  Note that [A]4(n)C[A]~(m ~) and that[ ]4(0)C[  ]4(0) 
1~1~ (lO~ Example. The word OllOlO0111 is an example of a word in [{0, j j~<~ oJ and the 
1 ~ ]0) words 0201210211010 and 0200)o00121)q 10 are 2-parameter words in [{0, }]4 ( • 
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Note that monochromacity cannot be attained here as is demonstrated by the fol- 
lowing 2-colouring of [{0, 1 ~ N }]  (0)" assign the colour 1 to all words where the first 
occurrence of a letter of the second alphabet is 0 and 2 otherwise. 
We state the following ~-version of the Hales-Jewett theorem for ascending words. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 2.1. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers m and r, there exists a prim- 
itive recursive function HJ~(IA[,m,r ) such that for every r-colourin 9 X oJ [A]~(0), 
where N= HJ~(lAI,m,r), there exists an m-parameter word J E [A]~ (X) with the 
following property: I f  9,h E A ~ [ ]4(o)  and thefirst letter from-A in g is the same as 
the .first letter from -A in h, then l ( f  o g) = 7~(f o h). 
Let us call the phenomenon i  Theorem 2.1 where the colour only depends on 
the first occurrence of a letter from the second alphabet (i.e. where the transition 
takes place) transition-chromatic. As was noted before the statement of Theorem 2.1, 
monochromacity cannot be attained. Thus, transition-chromacity is the best that can be 
expected. 
For IAI = 1 the ~-version of the Hales-Jewett heorem for ascending parameter words 
is a restatement of the *-version of the Hales-Jewett theorem for ascending parameter 
words over a one-alphabet (see Theorem 1.1). 
It follows immediately that the dual of the ~-version of the Hales-Jewett theorem 
holds. The following definitions are dual restatements of those for the ~-version. Again 
we make use of a disjoint copy A of the alphabet A. For every a E A, denote the 
corresponding letter in A by a. Both A and A are disjoint from the set of parameter 
symbols. Define :~[A]~<(,~) to be the set of all ascending m-parameter words f of 
length n over A UA_ such that if f ( i )  = a for some i < n and a E A, then for every 
O<~j < i, f ( j )EA .  
Substitution (composition) is defined as follows. If J 'E t [A] 4 (,~n) and g E ~[A] 4 (~) 
then fogE  t[A]~<(~) is defined by 
a_ 
( f  o g)(i) = f ( i )  
g(J) 
if f ( i )  = aEA and there exists a j > i such 
that ( j 'o  9)( j )EA or f ( i ) :  a_, 
if f ( i )EA  and ( f  o .q)(j) ~ A_ for all j > i, 
if f ( i )  = 2j. 
Example. The words 1001110110 and 0101010101 are examples of words in < [{0, l }] 4 
(4o) and the words 01002012~0~11 and 1010201)q0241 are examples of Z-parameter 
words in 4[{0,1}]4 (4°2). 
The following is a so-called ~-version of the Hales-Jewett theorem for ascending 
words. 
Theorem 2.2. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers m and r, there exists a prim- 
itive recursive function ~ HJ~< (tAI, m, r) such that for every r-colourin9 X of ~ [A] 4 ('0 ~), 
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where N= ~HJ<~(IAI,m,r ), there exists an m-parameter word fE~[A]~ (N) with the 
following property: I f  g, h E ~ [A] ~< (o) and the last letter from A__ in g is the same as 
the last letter from A in h, then g( f  o g) = z ( f  o h). 
For the proof of the main result we need a .-version of the ~-version of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Le t .  be a symbol not in A udu  {20 . . . . .  2m-l} and define ~[A])(~) to be the set 
of all m-parameter words of length n over A U d U {.} such that 
• if f ( i )  =.  for some i < n then f ( j )  =.  for all i ~<j < n, and 
• if f ( i )  = a for some i < n and aEA then for every 0~<j < i, f ( j )EA .  
n ~ . m Substitution (composition) is defined as follows. If  fE~[A]~ (m) and g~ [A]~ (k) 
then f o gE~[A]~ (~) is defined by 
a 
( f  o g)(i) = 
f ( i )  
o(J) 
if f ( i )  = a or if f ( i )  = a and there exists a j > i such 
that ( f  o g)(j)EA_, 
if f ( i )  ---- * or if there exists a j < i 
such that ( f  o g)(J) = *, 
if f ( i )EA  and ( f  o g)(J)) ~ A for all j > i and 
( f  o g)(J) ~ * for all j < i, 
if f ( i )  = 2j. 
Example. Let f 01120121)o20,**E~[{0,1}]~<(13 l) and g = 0#*E~[{  0, }]~<(3) 
Then fog  = 01101kt*****E~[{0,  1)]~ (111) . 
We give the following ,-version of Theorem 2.2. The proof is essentially the same 
as for the ,-version of the Hales-Jewett theorem [4, Theorem 3.3]. 
Theorem 2.3. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers m and r, there ex&ts a prim- 
itive recursive function -qHJ* * <(]Al,m,r ) such that for every r-colouring Z of ~[A]< (u), 
where N= H J< ([AI, m, r), there exists a transition-chromatic f E "[A]~ (N). 
We now address the partitioning of the factors of words in their context. In 
Theorem 1.3 we disregarded the complement of the factors. Here factors are 
taken to be different even if they only differ in their complements. We make use of 
three mutually disjoint copies A, A and A of the alphabet. 
Define ~ [A]~< (m n ) to be the set of all ascending m-parameter words f of length n 
over A_A_ U A U A such that if f ( i )EA  for some i < n then for every i<~j < n, f ( j )EA ,  
and if f ( i )EA  for some i < n then for every O<~j<~i, f(j)EA__. 
Substitution is defined as follows. If  f E ~ [.4] ~ (m n ) and g E ~ [A] ~ (~) then f o g E 
~A ~ [ ] < (~) is defined by 
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f ( i )  
[ 9(J) 
if f ( i )  = a or if f ( i )  = a and there exists a j > i such 
that ( f  o 9)( j )EA, 
if f ( i )  = 8 or if f ( i )  = a and there exists a j < i such 
that ( f  o 9)( j )EA, 
if f ( i )  EA and ( f  o 9)(J) ~ A for all j < i 
and ( f  o 9)(J) q~ A_ for all j > i, 
if f ( i )  = 2j. 
In the following =t: ~-version of the Hales-Jewett theorem for ascending parameter 
words the colour will eventually depend only on the last occurrence of a letter from 
the first alphabet and the first of the last alphabet. Again we use the term transition- 
chromatic. 
Theorem 2.4. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers m and r, there exists 
a primitive recursive function ~HJ~(IA[,m,r ) such that for every r-colourin9 )~ 
o f~ [A]~< (N), where N= ~HJ~([A[,m,r),~ there exists a word f E ~rA j<~ (N) which 
is transition-chromatic with respect to Z. 
3. A Graham-Rothschild theorem for three-alphabet ascending parameter words 
We now turn to the partitioning of all the k-parameter factors of all 
k-parameter words (where the complement of the factor does not contain any param- 
eter). We show that results similar to that in Section 2 hold. We need a version of 
the Graham-Rothschild theorem for ascending parameter words recently proved 
by Fouch6. 
Theorem 3.1 (Fouch~ [1], Theorem A). There exists a primitive recursive function 
GR<~(t,k,m,r) such that for k,m, rE~ and for an alphabet A with IAI -- t, we have 
for every r-colourin9 
z: [A].< (~)+{1 ..... r} 
of ascendin9 k-parameter words of length M= GR<.(t,k,m,r) over A, that there is 
some f E [A].< (~) which is monochromatic with respect to Z. 
As in the case of the Hales-Jewett theorem in Section 2 we add a ,-version. 
Lemma 3.2. For an alphabet A and natural numbers k,m and r, there exists 
a primitive recursive function GR~(IAi,k,m,r ) such that for every r-colourin 9
A*  * Z of [ ]~<(N), with N = GR<~(lAl,k,m,r), there exists a monochromatic word 
A*  N fE [  ]~< (m)" 
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We are now ready to prove a k-parameter version of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 3.3. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers k, m and r, there exists a 
primitive recursive function GR~(lAI,k,m,r ) such that for every r-colouring X of 
[A]~(k)   N with N=GR~(IAI,k,m,r), there exists an m-parameter word f E[A]< ~(N) 
A ~- with the following property: I f  9,h C [ ]<~ (~) and the first letter from A in g is the 
same as the first letter from -A in h, then z ( f  o g) = z ( f  o h). 
n f~ Proof. Associate with every f E [A]~< (m) the left factor given by f-~(i) = f ( i )  
if i < minxcA f - l (~)  and f-~l given by f+l(i) = f ( i )  if i~< minima f - l (~) .  If  f does 
not contain any letter from A, let f-~ :--- f and f-~l := f .  
Let x = GR<~(IAI,k,m, rlAI) and nx = x. For 0~<j <x,  let 
nj = GR~< (IAI,nj+l - j - / c  - 1,rltaJ-<(7)l+lAI) + j  +/c + 1. 
= .A  ~ N Choose N no and let Z. [ ] < ( k ) + [r] be any r-colouring. We now prove that there 
A g N exists a word f~ E[ ]~< (,3) such that if g, hE [A]~ (]~) and g +J =h ~1 then ~(fx o g) = 
x(f~ o h). The proof is by induction. 
Let Z0 be the restriction of Z to the set {gE[A]~ (]0): ig-~l = k}. Fix an order on A 
and consider the product colouring 
') o 
defined by 
z~(g) = 1-[Zo(Po"" ~k-lago'''gno-k-2) 
aEA 
for every g = go'''gno-k-2 E [A]~< (n°ok-1). 
(no--k-l'] If By the choice of no there exists a z~-monochromatic word f "  E [A]~< tn,-k-l J" 
we rename the nl -k -  I parameters in f l" to ,Uk+l,,Uk+2,...,[2nl_l, the word 
Z := P0""#kf l " (0 )  "'" f"(no - k -  2) 
A ~ in E 1 < (~) has the property that if g,h E [A]~ (~') with Ig l = Ih-~l =k  and g-i, =h-t, 
then z ( f  o g )= X( f  o h). Indeed, let g,h~ [A]~ (~') with 
g=Po'' 'Pk--laogk+l"' 'gm--1 
and 
h=po ' "#k- laohk+l ' "hn , -1  
for some a0 EA. Since f l" is z~-monochromatic, we have that 
I I! I H 
• " "  zo ( f~ ° " Xo(fl °gk+l gn,-1) = hk+l "hn,-1), 
i.e. 
i.e. 
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l-I .~o(fl o t . tO . . . t tk_ lagk+l  . . .  gn,--1) = 1-[ ZO(J~ o r iO ' ' '  l i k - lahk+l  "'" hn, -1) .  
aCA aEA 
defined by 
z~.(~) = r i  zj(wo . • wj- lago . • • 9h i -k - j -2 ) ,  
aEA 
where a fixed order is chosen for the words in [A]~< (J) and the letters of A. 
By the choice of ~ there exists a Zj.-monochromatic ny+ l - k - j - 1-parameter word 
, ,  
fj+l E[A]~ knj+l - k - j -  1 " 
After renaming the nj+l -k - j -  1 parameters in fj+l to #k+j+l . . . . .  #n,+,-1 the word 
fj+lt = P0#I " ' "  #k+j f j t t (o )  " ' "  f j  - -  k - j - 2) 
is an nj+l-parameter word in [A]~ (,j~,) satisfying the following properties with respect 
D n/+l to words g, hE[A]<~( k )" 
(1) if g~=h ~ and Ig~l ~<k +j  then (fj%l o g) ~ --(fj~-i °h)  q and 
(2) if g~l_  hq~ and [gq[---k + j  then zj(fj~-~ o g )= ~0(fj~l o h). 
If we let fj+l be the word j)ofj%l then ~+1 is an nj+l-parameter word in [A]~ (n,~'~) 
such that if g, hE[A]~ (n~+~) and g-~l = h-~l and [g-~l ~<k +j  then 
z(£+, ° 9) = z(£+1 o h). 
Z(A o 9) = Z(A o h). 
Suppose for 0 < j  <x  that j~E A ~ N [ ] <(,~) is such that for g, hE[A]~('~) if ]g~] <k+j  
and g-~l = h-~l then Z(J) o g) = z(fj o h). 
Define an induced r-colouring Zj on the set {gE[A]~< (k)" Ig~l = k + j}  as follows: 
zAg) = z(~ o 9) 
for every gC[A]~ (~). 
Consider the colouring 
Z~'[A]<~( n j -k - j -O  1) ~ [rl[a]_<([)[+lAI] 
In particular, it means that 
z0(j5 o g) = z0(Ji o h), 
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N It follows by induction that a word fx E [A] 4 (nx) exists such that for every g,h E 
A ~ g-~l h~l [ ]4 (~) with = we have that •(fx o 9) = Z(fx o h). (Note that for g,h E 
A ~ = = h ~l if and only if g = h.) [ ]4(~) we have that if]9 "~] x then9 ~l 
Consider the rlAI-colouring Z* of [A]~ (~) defined by 
FI z(fx ogo., .gi_ laa.. .a) if gE[A]~ (~) and ra iny- I ( , )  = i, 
aEA 
z*(g) = k < i <x, 
I1 g(f~ o 9o"'9x-1) if 9 contains no ,s. 
aEA 
By the choice of x = GR~(IA ], k,m, rlAI) there exists a ;~*-monochromatic m-parameter 
word y* 
Let a be any letter in A and define f* to be the word 
f* ( i ) := { ~f*(i) ifotherwise.f*(i) # ,, 
Then f = fx o f*  E [A]~ (U) is such that if 9,h E [A]~ (~) and 9(19-~1) = h(ih-~I) 
then z ( f  o 9) = ~(f  o h). [] 
Using the same strategy as in Section 2 one can derive a :~-version and a ,-version 
of it to finally prove the main result. 
Theorem 3.4. Given an alphabet A and natural numbers k,m and r, there exists a 
primitive recursive function ~GR~(IAl, k,m,r) such that for every r-colouring Z of 
~[A1 ~ (N~ = L J4~k/, with N ~GR~(lAI,k,m,r), there exists a word fE~[A]~(N)  which is 
transition-chromatic with respect o Z. 
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